
Enjoy the 
circus?  

Animals 
don't. 

Kathryn Peterson   

We can change these
non-human animals’
lives and stop circuses
and zoos. By telling
people and spreading
the word about what
actually goes on
behind the scenes, we
can put a stop to these
industries. 

BE THE 
CHANGE 

Just last year, 

India banned all 

non-human 

animals in 

circuses. 

DID YOU 

KNOW 

S P E A K  U P  F O R  T H O S E  W H O  A R E  V O I C E L S S  

How will you 
help the fight? 



A LOOK INTO THE

SIBERIERN TIGER

INCIDENT THE TRUTH  

In circuses , the public is shown well-trained ,

tame , Tigers who seem to enjoy what they are

doing . However , this is not natural for them .

Instead , this reflects the gruesome reality of what

goes on behind the scenes . . ELEPHANT

TREKKING IN

THAILAND 

TOURISM IDUSTRY 

Elephant trekking has become extremely

popular in Thailand , specifically for its

tourism industry . 

TREKKING 

Trekking is when you put a carrier on an

elephant and ride them . Elephants do not

like this but are forced to do this  

CRUSH BOX 

They are put through something called a

‘crush box , ’ which is a cage in which

elephants are beaten with bull-hooks for

24 hours until they are broken , in which

they don ’t recognize their mom and fear

the human . If not , then it happens for

another 24 hours until they are broken . 

Seeing how miserable they were
in their containment to how
happy you could tell they were in
a wide , open field , just makes you
want to go out there and be the
change you want to see in the
world . 

WHIPPED BEATEN 

STUNNED 
STARVED

IN CAGES 

NOT-SO-FUN-FACT: 

In zoos, tigers are often seen swaying back
and forth, which the public thinks this is
normal. In reality, it means that they are

bored and anxious. 

However, what was not addressed in most

articles covering the story was what

happened prior to the attack. Moments

prior to the tiger escaping her enclosure

and going for the teens, they were

harassing her by throwing and yelling

things at her in a pervasive manner. After

she escaped the teens who were provoking

her were the only ones who were attacked

and no one else was injured.  

REALITY 

Animals are not meant for captivity. Still, industries

such as zoos and circuses do so for entertainment

purposes, putting these animals in danger and in

constant exposure to abuse and harassment. 

On December 26th, 2007, a popular

news story surfaced detailing the

gruesome attack by a Siberian tiger at

San Francisco Zoo that resulted in the

death of one teen and significant

injuries of two others.  

THE STORY 


